The ability to represent and select information in working memory provides the neurobiological infrastructure for human cognition. For 80 years, dominant views of working memory have focused on the key role of prefrontal cortex (PFC) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, more recent work has implicated posterior cortical regions [9] [10] [11] [12] , suggesting that PFC engagement during working memory is dependent on the degree of executive demand. We provide evidence from neurological patients with discrete PFC damage that challenges the dominant models attributing working memory to PFC-dependent systems. We show that neural oscillations, which provide a mechanism for PFC to communicate with posterior cortical regions [13] , independently subserve communications both to and from PFC-uncovering parallel oscillatory mechanisms for working memory. Fourteen PFC patients and 20 healthy, age-matched controls performed a working memory task where they encoded, maintained, and actively processed information about pairs of common shapes. In controls, the electroencephalogram (EEG) exhibited oscillatory activity in the low-theta range over PFC and directional connectivity from PFC to parieto-occipital regions commensurate with executive processing demands. Concurrent alpha-beta oscillations were observed over parieto-occipital regions, with directional connectivity from parieto-occipital regions to PFC, regardless of processing demands. Accuracy, PFC low-theta activity, and PFC / parieto-occipital connectivity were attenuated in patients, revealing a PFC-independent, alpha-beta system. The PFC patients still demonstrated task proficiency, which indicates that the posterior alpha-beta system provides sufficient resources for working memory. Taken together, our findings reveal neurologically dissociable PFC and parieto-occipital systems and suggest that parallel, bidirectional oscillatory systems form the basis of working memory.
In Brief
Johnson et al. show that bidirectional multiplexing between PFC delta-theta rhythms and parieto-occipital alpha-beta rhythms governs working memory. Data from patients with discrete PFC lesions reveal that the parieto-occipital rhythmic substrate provides adequate resources for working memory, challenging dominant models on the central role of PFC.
SUMMARY
The ability to represent and select information in working memory provides the neurobiological infrastructure for human cognition. For 80 years, dominant views of working memory have focused on the key role of prefrontal cortex (PFC) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, more recent work has implicated posterior cortical regions [9] [10] [11] [12] , suggesting that PFC engagement during working memory is dependent on the degree of executive demand. We provide evidence from neurological patients with discrete PFC damage that challenges the dominant models attributing working memory to PFC-dependent systems. We show that neural oscillations, which provide a mechanism for PFC to communicate with posterior cortical regions [13] , independently subserve communications both to and from PFC-uncovering parallel oscillatory mechanisms for working memory. Fourteen PFC patients and 20 healthy, age-matched controls performed a working memory task where they encoded, maintained, and actively processed information about pairs of common shapes. In controls, the electroencephalogram (EEG) exhibited oscillatory activity in the low-theta range over PFC and directional connectivity from PFC to parieto-occipital regions commensurate with executive processing demands. Concurrent alpha-beta oscillations were observed over parieto-occipital regions, with directional connectivity from parieto-occipital regions to PFC, regardless of processing demands. Accuracy, PFC low-theta activity, and PFC / parieto-occipital connectivity were attenuated in patients, revealing a PFC-independent, alpha-beta system. The PFC patients still demonstrated task proficiency, which indicates that the posterior alpha-beta system provides sufficient resources for working memory. Taken together, our findings reveal neurologically dissociable PFC and parieto-occipital systems and suggest that parallel, bidirectional oscillatory systems form the basis of working memory.
RESULTS
Examination of individuals with focal brain lesions provides evidence to draw causal links between neuroanatomy, physiology, and behavior [1, 8, 14] . We recorded 64-channel electroencephalogram (EEG) in patients with discrete lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) lesions to investigate the influence of PFC damage on local and long-range oscillatory activities during the encoding, maintenance, and active processing of information in working memory. Fourteen unilateral PFC patients (mean ± SD: 46 ± 16 years of age; 15 ± 3 years of education; Figures 1A and S1; Table S1 ) and 20 age-and education-matched healthy controls completed a visuospatial working memory task. Each trial consisted of five phases: pretrial, encoding, maintenance, active processing, and response ( Figure 1B ). Following pretrial central fixation, two common shapes were presented sequentially in a top/bottom spatial orientation. Following the maintenance interval, the test prompt-either SAME (identity [top] ), TOP/BOTTOM (spatial relation [bottom] ), or FIRST/SECOND (temporal relation [bottom])-was presented to impose additional executive demands during the processing interval. This critical manipulation allowed us to examine how working memory unfolded over time, first at encoding and maintenance and then as the task required subjects to actively process information for an impending test. The encoding, maintenance, and active processing intervals were analyzed for correct-response trials, relative to the pretrial baseline.
Subjects were instructed to keep central fixation because the shapes would be presented rapidly on the left or right side of the screen at encoding [15] [16] [17] [18] , which we confirmed with eye gaze position data. This lateralized visual hemifield design capitalizes on the contralateral organization of the mammalian visual system. Stimuli presented to the right visual hemifield are initially encoded by the left hemisphere (and vice versa) and transferred via the splenium within 15 ms to engage both hemispheres, permitting both unilateral and rapid bilateral processing of visual stimuli. Recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data indicate that bilateral PFC is recruited for cognitively challenging tasks across the lifespan [19] , suggesting that working memory recruits bilateral PFC when both hemispheres are available. Collecting EEG data in a lateralized visual hemifield design is a method to examine whether the unilaterally lesioned brain quickly compensates across hemispheres [15, 16] . Behavioral and EEG data were tested for between-groups effects depending on whether stimuli were presented to the visual hemifield contralateral to the lesioned or intact hemisphere.
We hypothesized that slow rhythms would coordinate PFC influence over parieto-occipital regions per executive demands. If working memory function is governed by PFC-dependent network control, then damage to PFC will lead to deficits in performance concomitant with altered EEG signals. Likewise, any observed effects that are not affected by damage to PFC are considered neurologically independent. First, we applied the surface Laplacian filter to all EEG data to better isolate PFC scalp distributions and improve connectivity estimates [20] [21] [22] . We then submitted the spatial-filtered outputs to separate analyses of oscillatory metrics: event-related potentials (ERP), spectral power, and directional connectivity. Finally, we submitted the oscillatory data outputs to between-groups statistical tests using a Monte Carlo method with a conservative 95% cluster-based maximum correction for multiple comparisons [23] . All data were tested for main effects of group (i.e., patient versus control); ERP and power (i.e., within-channel) data were also tested for group 3 hemisphere interactions. Hemisphere effects were modeled as indices of hemispheric asymmetry by subtracting the signal in each intact-hemisphere channel from its lesionedhemisphere homolog (e.g., F5 = F5 À F6), yielding values greater than zero if lesion > intact signals and values less than zero if lesion < intact signals, and then tested for group effects. Probability values are two tailed unless otherwise specified. -S3 and Tables S1 and S2. (B) Single-trial lateralized working memory task design. Following a 2-s pretrial fixation interval, subjects were cued to focus on either IDENTITY or RELATION information. Then, two common shapes were presented for 200 ms each to the left or right visual hemifield in a specific spatiotemporal configuration (i.e., top/ bottom spatial and first/second temporal positions). After a 900-or 1,150-ms jittered maintenance fixation interval, the test prompt appeared, followed by an active processing fixation interval of the same length. Working memory was tested in a two-alternative forced choice test, resulting in a 0.5 chance rate. In the identity test (top), subjects indicated whether the pair was the SAME pair they just studied (correct response: no). In the spatiotemporal relation test (bottom), subjects indicated which shape fit the TOP/BOTTOM spatial or FIRST/SECOND temporal relation prompt (correct response for prompt TOP or SECOND: circle Behavior First, we confirmed that lesion differences and other individual demographic factors, such as age and lesion etiology, did not covary with task performance in PFC patients. Patient accuracy data were submitted to a repeated-measures mixed analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with two visual hemifield (lesion and intact) and three condition (identity, spatial relation, and temporal relation) within-subject factors, controlling for all betweensubject factors (see Table S1 ). No significant effects were observed (p > 0.14; Table S2 ), permitting the normalization of patient data into one group [24] . We then swapped right hemisphere-lesioned patient data (n = 7 per hemisphere) across the midline so that lesions were normalized to the left hemisphere [15] [16] [17] . Half of the controls (n = 10) were randomly selected for the identical swapping procedure to preclude any inter-hemispheric variation from confounding lesion-related outcomes. Accuracy effects were tested in logit mixed-effects models [25] . Data from all subjects were submitted to a model with two group (patient and control), two visual hemifield, and three condition fixed effects and 34 subject random effects. Results revealed that PFC patients were impaired at the task relative to controls (mean ± SD correct: controls 0.95 ± 0.03 versus patients 0.87 ± 0.08; group p < 7 3 10 À5 ; Figures 1C and 1D ; Table S3 ).
Nonetheless, patients performed well above chance (pairedsample t 1,13 > 15.43; one-tailed p < 5 3 10
À10
), demonstrating that PFC does not play a unitary role in working memory. There were no differences between visual hemifield presentations or conditions (uncorrected p > 0.05). These results permit data pooling across conditions and suggest that unilateral PFC lesions have a bilateral influence on the neural networks supporting working memory.
Task-Induced ERPs
Analysis of ERPs demonstrated the effects of unilateral PFC lesions on a trial-wise basis dependent on visual hemifield presentation ( Figure S2 ). ERPs were quantified between 1 and 30 Hz over the 500-ms pretrial baseline, 1,500-ms encodingmaintenance, and 900-ms active processing intervals for correct trials (see Figure 1B) . Then, encoding-maintenance and processing outputs were absolute baseline corrected on the temporal mean of the pretrial baseline. Cluster-based permutation testing of ERPs revealed main effects of group early during the maintenance of stimuli that had been presented to the visual hemifield contralateral to the lesioned hemisphere. PFC patients exhibited attenuated positive-polarity ERPs in parieto-occipital channels (p cluster = 0.03) and reversed-polarity signals in lesioned-hemisphere anterior channels (F5-F7-FC5-FT7-C3-C5-T7; p cluster = 0.002). At active processing, there was a group 3 hemisphere interaction (p cluster = 0.034) but no group main effect (p cluster > 0.26). Enhanced signal was detected in patients 100 ms after presentation of the test prompt in lesioned-hemisphere anterior channels (FP1-AF3-AF7-F5-F7-FC5-FT7), relative to the homologous, intact-hemisphere channels. None of these effects was observed on trials in which stimuli were presented to the intact visual hemifield (p cluster > 0.33), revealing physiological evidence that the lateralized visual hemifield presentation successfully targeted the lesioned versus intact hemisphere [15] [16] [17] and suggesting that PFC influences whole-brain networks in the service of working memory.
Baseline Neurological Effects
Analysis of raw power during the pretrial baseline interval revealed steepening of the spectral slope over the lesioned PFC ( Figure S3 ). Spectral power was quantified over the 500-ms pretrial baseline interval for all trials, extending from 1,450 ms after the end of the previous trial to 50 ms before the start of the current trial. The 500-ms segments were zero padded to 7,500 ms and multiplied with a Hanning taper, from which power was computed using fast Fourier transforms between 1 and 40 Hz [26] . Cluster-based permutation testing of raw power spectra revealed a group 3 hemisphere interaction (p cluster = 0.004) but no main effect of group (uncorrected p > 0.05). Enhanced power was detected between 6 and 18 Hz in lesioned-hemisphere anterior channels, relative to the homologous, intact-hemisphere channels, defining baseline effects in patients. Because these effects may partially reflect physical distortions in the EEG due to damaged tissue in the patient group, all analyses of task activity followed baseline correction.
Task-Induced Power
Analysis of task-induced power revealed neurologically dissociable PFC and parieto-occipital oscillatory mechanisms. Spectrotemporal power was quantified for the pretrial baseline, encoding-maintenance, and active processing intervals for correct trials, and then encoding-maintenance and processing outputs were standardized on the pretrial baseline. Power was computed using a modified spectrogram approach with the same parameters as in the pretrial baseline power analysis. We computed time-frequency representations using an adaptive, frequency-dependent sliding time window of three cycles' length (Dt = 3/f) and applied a Hanning taper, from which power was calculated using fast Fourier transforms [26] . Raw power outputs were Z scored against pretrial baseline distributions generated by randomly selecting baseline data samples to assess the significance of task-induced power effects per subject (i.e., statistical bootstrapping) [27] .
Activity in the delta-theta (2-7 Hz) range marked the encodingmaintenance interval in anterior channels, which increased and then remained elevated through processing (Z > 3.29 versus pretrial baseline; p < 0.001; Figure S4 ). PFC patients did not show the same pattern of increase in anterior channels during active processing-i.e., after executive demands were imposed. Cluster-based permutation testing revealed group 3 hemisphere interaction effects (p cluster % 0.04; Figure 2 ) but non-significant group main effects (p cluster > 0.10). Reduced low-theta (3-4 Hz) power was detected in anterior channels in the lesioned hemisphere, relative to the homologous channels in the intact hemisphere. The interaction effect was significant regardless of whether stimuli were initially encoded in the lesioned or intact hemisphere, revealing a bilateral PFC origin for the slow rhythmic substrate of executive control.
In contrast, increased parieto-occipital activity in the betagamma range (12-35 Hz) and narrowband alpha desynchronization marked visual processing during encoding, followed by widespread alpha-beta (9-24 Hz) decreases throughout maintenance (jZj > 1.96 versus pretrial baseline; p < 0.05) and active processing (Z < À3.29; p < 0.001; Figure S4 ). These patterns did not differ by group (p cluster > 0.52), demonstrating that sustained alpha-beta suppression for working memory is independent of PFC, consistent with sources in parieto-occipital regions [28] .
Task-Induced Directional Connectivity
The temporal dynamics of directional connectivity were analyzed separately for delta-theta (2-7 Hz) and alpha-beta (9-24 Hz) oscillatory ranges using the phase slope index (PSI) [29] . PSI tracks whether the slope of the phase lag between A and B channel pairs is consistent across several adjacent frequency bins; positive PSI indicates that channel A / B, negative PSI indicates the reverse, and zero PSI indicates either zero or an evenly balanced lead/lag relationship between channels. PSI was quantified for the pretrial baseline, encoding-maintenance, and active processing intervals for correct trials, and then raw PSI outputs were Z scored against null distributions generated by randomly shuffling the frequency bins to correct for any spurious results [22] . Finally, encoding-maintenance and processing outputs were absolute baseline corrected on the temporal mean of the pretrial baseline to assess the significance of task-induced PSI effects per subject. If PFC signals direct activity in posterior regions per executive demands, then the diminished PFC lowtheta activity observed during active processing should also cause diminished PFC / parieto-occipital PSI in patients relative to controls. Likewise, if posterior alpha-beta activity is indeed independent of PFC, then parieto-occipital / PFC PSI should not differ by group.
PSI was visualized between the lesioned PFC region of interest, as identified in the analysis of power asymmetry (see Figure 2), and parieto-occipital channels in the same hemisphere. As shown in Figure 3 (left), analysis of delta-theta PSI revealed task-induced shifts in directionality that were selectively Figure 2 . Diminished Low-Theta Power in Lesioned PFC at Active Processing (A) Mean task-induced low-theta (3-4 Hz) hemispheric asymmetry in PFC over active processing by group when stimuli were presented to the lesioned visual hemifield. Low-theta power was diminished in patients in channels over the lesion, relative to the homologous intact-hemisphere channels (group 3 hemisphere p cluster = 0.04). Left: significant effects are marked in black/gray and masked per channel on the BioSemi-64 topography (inset). Right: scalp distributions of power and hemispheric difference Z scores are presented for the period of significant effects. Whereas anterior theta power appears elevated in patients relative to controls, the contrast did not survive statistical testing (group p cluster > 0.61). Shading, SEM; Z DIFF, difference between lesioned-and intacthemisphere Z scored power; VHF, visual hemifield. See also Figure S4 . (B) Equivalent to (A): similar low-theta power effects were observed when stimuli were presented to the intact visual hemifield (group 3 hemisphere p cluster = 0.036).
impacted by PFC lesions. Parieto-occipital / PFC PSI marked the offset of the second stimulus at encoding (baselinecorrected Z % À10; p < 2 3 10 À23 ), suggesting the end of bottom-up information transfer along slow rhythms. Controls then exhibited a shift in directionality so that PFC drove parieto-occipital regions mid-maintenance (Z > 1.96; p < 0.05). PFC / parieto-occipital PSI continued to increase in controls with executive demands such that the PFC lead peaked early during active processing (Z R 10; p < 2 3 10 À23 ), whereas PFC patients exhibited zero directionality (Z < 1.96; p > 0.05). Cluster-based permutation testing of all 64-by-64 channel pairs revealed intermittent group effects during encoding and maintenance (lesioned/intact visual hemifield: 100-200/200-300 and 700-800/1,000-1,200 ms) and sustained effects during active processing (100-700/0-500 ms; p cluster < 0.05). Even when control PSI was not supra-threshold in the PFC-led direction, controls still displayed greater PFC leads than patients to widespread central-posterior sites. We performed a post hoc graph theoretical network analysis of delta-theta PSI to assess whether diminished PFC leads in patients impacted the whole-brain connectome, as additional validation of our hypothesis. Cluster-based permutation testing of network data revealed group effects from lesioned PFC to bilateral central-posterior regions that were sustained for 200 ms early during active processing, regardless of whether stimuli were presented to the lesioned or intact visual hemifield (p cluster % 0.01; Figure 3 , right). Taken together, these results demonstrate that PFC lesions compromise widespread parieto-occipital rhythms in the delta-theta range commensurate with executive demands, supporting our hypothesis. Because the effects were significant regardless of whether stimuli were initially encoded in the lesioned or intact hemisphere, these results further implicate a bilateral, PFC-driven frontoparietal system for executive control in the service of working memory.
In contrast, analysis of alpha-beta PSI revealed parietooccipital / PFC PSI that was not affected by task demands or PFC damage (Figure 4 ). Parieto-occipital regions drove PFC throughout encoding, maintenance, and active processing, regardless of whether stimuli were presented to the lesioned or intact visual hemifield (baseline-corrected Z < À1.96; p < 0.05; Figures 4A and 4B) . PFC lesions did not affect alpha-beta PSI at any point during encoding, maintenance, or active processing (group p cluster > 0.05). These results provide evidence for a neurologically dissociable, PFC-independent parieto-occipital origin for frontoparietal alpha-beta oscillations during working memory ( Figure 4C) .
DISCUSSION
Our findings demonstrate that working memory is supported by independent frontoparietal systems, challenging dominant models that attribute working memory function to solely PFCdependent systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Healthy controls exhibited taskinduced low-theta activity in PFC and PFC / parieto-occipital connectivity, which shifted over time commensurate with taskprocessing demands. Concurrent parieto-occipital / PFC connectivity was observed in the alpha-beta range, highlighting frequency multiplexing for bidirectional frontoparietal communication. Working memory task accuracy, PFC low-theta band signals, and PFC / posterior connectivity were attenuated in patients, providing neurological evidence that the oscillatory low-theta substrate of executive control depends on PFCand, moreover, that PFC damage impacts the PFC / parietooccipital connectome. Nonetheless, patients still exhibited task proficiency, revealing that PFC-dependent network function is not necessary for working memory unless the task imposes additional executive demands (cf. [7, 8, 30] ).
We provide the first neurological demonstration that PFCindependent alpha-beta oscillations support working memory. The recruitment of parieto-occipital regions is consistent with theories that link working memory to the maintenance of stimuli in sensory and higher cortical areas [9-12, 31, 32] . Indeed, the widespread decreases in alpha-band power observed during delay may reflect frontoparietal control and/or recruitment of the dorsal attention network [33, 34] . The notion that such domain-general physiological signatures underpin working memory function has been proposed [35] , but their mechanistic interplay with PFC remains controversial. We observed that the alpha-beta system was unaffected by PFC damage or executive demands and showed no signs of compensatory neuroplasticity. The lack of interplay with PFC is in accord with proposals that parieto-occipital alpha-beta oscillatory activity provides a core substrate for the purely mnemonic component of working memory (cf. [7, 11, 30] ).
In conclusion, these findings provide evidence that independent, parallel, and bidirectional oscillatory systems form the basis of working memory, adding novel insight into the foundations of our cognitive infrastructure.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: Mean task-induced delta-theta (2-7 Hz) PSI over encoding, maintenance, and active processing by group when stimuli were presented to the lesioned visual hemifield. Left: single-subject analyses revealed parieto-occipital / PFC PSI at the end of encoding in both groups (baseline-corrected Z % À10; p < 2 3 10
À23
). Controls then exhibited PFC / parieto-occipital PSI at midmaintenance (Z > 1.96; p < 0.05) and early processing (Z R 10; p < 2 3 10 À23 ), whereas patients exhibited zero directionality (Z < 1.96; p > 0.05). Right: group differences were maximal during active processing so that PFC damage impacted the bilateral central-posterior connectome (group p cluster < 0.05). Significant effects are masked per channel and 100-ms time point on the BioSemi-64 topography for the period of significant effects (marked in black/gray on the left). Shading, SEM; CTRL, controls; PFC, PFC patients; ** , significant result.
(B) Equivalent to (A): similar delta-theta PSI effects were observed when stimuli were presented to the intact visual hemifield. Mean task-induced alpha-beta (9-24 Hz) PSI at encoding, maintenance, and active processing by group when stimuli were presented to the lesioned visual hemifield. Single-subject analyses revealed parieto-occipital / PFC PSI (baseline-corrected Z < À1.96; p < 0.05) that did not differ between groups (group p cluster > 0.05). Shading, SEM; CTRL, controls; PFC, PFC patients. (B) Equivalent to (A): similar alpha-beta PSI effects were observed when stimuli were presented to the intact visual hemifield. (C) Schematic of neurological dissociations in frontoparietal PSI. PFC / parieto-occipital delta-theta PSI was abolished with PFC damage, whereas parieto-occipital / PFC alpha-beta PFC was unaffected, revealing a posterior alpha-beta system that is independent of PFC. following a 100-ms central fixation interval, two common-shape stimuli were presented for 200 ms each in a specific spatiotemporal configuration (i.e., top/bottom spatial and first/second temporal positions). Stimuli were presented to the left or right of a central fixation cross to target the contralateral hemisphere [15] [16] [17] [18] . The test prompt was presented after a 900-or 1,150-ms maintenance interval to elicit executive control mechanisms during an active processing interval of the same length. Then, two shapes were presented full-field on the horizontal axis and subjects responded in a two-alternative forced choice test, resulting in a 0.5 chance rate. In the identity test, subjects indicated whether the pair was the SAME pair they just studied; half of the pairs show two old shapes (''yes'') and half the pairs show one old shape and one new shape (''no''). In the spatial relation test, subjects indicated which shape had been on the TOP or BOTTOM, and in the temporal relation test, which shape had been presented FIRST or SECOND. The length of the maintenance and active processing intervals was randomly jittered at 900-or 1,150-ms to preclude anticipatory mechanisms. The task was fully counterbalanced with 240 trials divided evenly into six bins (2 visual hemifield 3 3 condition), chosen randomly from a pool of 270 trials with unique stimuli. The task was programmed in E-Prime Professional 2.0.
Data Acquisition
Subjects were tested in a sound-attenuated recording room. EEG data were collected using a 64 + 8 channel BioSemi ActiveTwo amplifier with Ag-AgCl pin-type active electrodes mounted on an elastic cap according to the extended 10-20 system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands), sampled at 1024 Hz. The horizontal electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded at both external canthi, and the vertical EOG was monitored with a right inferior eye electrode and a superior eye/frontopolar electrode. Two additional electrodes were placed on the earlobes for offline referencing. Electrode impedances were kept below 20 kU.
Continuous eyegaze positions were recorded to exclude any trials post hoc in which stimuli had been encoded in the ipsilateral hemifield. Berkeley eyetracking data were collected using an Eyelink 1000 optical tracker (SR Research, Ontario, Canada), sampled at 1 kHz, and Oslo eyetracking data were collected using an iView X optical tracker (SMI, Teltow, Germany), sampled at 60 Hz. Subjects' head movements were restrained using a custom wooden chin rest to minimize contamination of anterior-channel EEG traces.
An experimenter went through the behavioral task instructions and a set of six practice trials with each subject, who was permitted to repeat the practice trials by request. All subjects completed at least half of the working memory task (i.e., 60 trials per visual hemifield).
Data Preprocessing
Preprocessing was performed blinded to group membership. EEG data were preprocessed using the FieldTrip [38] and EEGLAB [39] toolboxes for MATLAB. Eyegaze Position Eyegaze position data were analyzed for both 200-ms stimulus presentation epochs. Time-resolved eyegaze positions were compared to the within-trial temporal mean position over the 100-ms central fixation interval preceding presentation of the first stimulus. Any trial in which gaze drifted from the center to include the ipsilateral visual hemifield during stimulus presentation was excluded from behavioral and EEG analyses. EEG Cleaning Raw data were referenced to the mean potential of two earlobe electrodes, down-sampled to 256 Hz, filtered with 1-Hz high-pass and 70-Hz low-pass finite impulse response filters, and demeaned. Electromyography artifacts were removed automatically using the AAR external plug-in with the default 30 s sliding window [41, 42] , and 60-Hz line noise harmonics (50 Hz for Oslo data) were removed using discrete Fourier transform. Then, we epoched the continuous data into trials with 1000-ms buffers, excluded any trials that had been marked based on eyegaze position, and manually inspected the data to reject any channels containing abnormal signal. Next, we used independent components analysis to remove artifacts (i.e., EOG and microsaccadic movements, auricular components, heartbeat, and residual cranial muscle activity [43] ) from the remaining channels. Any channels that had been rejected were then replaced via interpolation of the mean of the nearest neighboring channels (7.6 channels on average). Finally, we manually re-inspected the data to reject any trials containing residual noise. The final dataset included an average of 187 trials per subject 
Spatial Transformation
The surface Laplacian filter was applied to all clean EEG data to minimize volume conduction and maximize the accuracy of connectivity estimates [20] [21] [22] . Then, channels were swapped across the midline in patients with right-hemisphere lesions to normalize lesions to the left hemisphere [15] [16] [17] . The same swapping procedure was applied to 10 randomly chosen control datasets to preclude any inter-hemispheric variation from confounding lesion-related outcomes. Finally, the data were epoched into three segments per trial for analysis (see Figure 1B) : (1) 500-ms pretrial baseline interval extending from 550-50 ms before the start screen; (2) 1,500-ms encoding-maintenance interval extending from the onset of the first stimulus; and (3) 900-ms active processing interval extending from the offset of the test prompt.
Event-Related Potentials
The correct-trial 500-ms pretrial baseline, 1,500-ms encoding-maintenance, and 900-ms active processing EEG data segments were zero-padded to 7,500 to minimize filtering-induced edge artifacts and passed through a 30-Hz low-pass finite impulse response filter. Task-induced ERPs were computed over the encoding-maintenance and active processing intervals by absolute baseline-correcting the outputs on the temporal mean of the pretrial baseline.
Spectral Decomposition
Baseline Spectral Power Power spectra were computed on all 500-ms pretrial baseline data segments. EEG data segments were zero-padded to 7,500 and multiplied with a Hanning taper. The fast Fourier transform was taken from the tapered signal and power was calculated from the complex Fourier output for each frequency between 1-40 Hz. For a similar approach, see [26] . Time-Frequency Representations Time-frequency representations of power were computed on the correct-trial 500-ms pretrial baseline, 1,500-ms encoding-maintenance, and 900-ms active processing data segments. EEG data segments were zero-padded to 7,500 ms and time-frequency representations were computed using an adaptive, frequency-dependent sliding time window of three cycles' length (Dt = 3/f) for each frequency between 1-40 Hz [26] . The time windows were advanced in steps of 10 ms and the data in each window were multiplied with a Hanning taper before calculating power using fast Fourier transforms. As described below, statistical analysis of task-induced effects was performed over the encoding-maintenance and active processing intervals by standardizing the outputs on the pretrial baseline via bootstrapping [27] .
Phase Slope Index
To minimize contamination from simultaneous voltage changes on phase consistency, the trial-wise mean for correct-trial EEG data segments was subtracted from each correct-trial data segment (per visual hemifield for encoding-maintenance and active processing data segments) [22] . Time-frequency representations were computed from the outputs using the same parameters described above, with time windows advanced in steps of 100 ms. The Hanning taper confines the temporal spread to the specified taper length (here, Dt = 3/f) and reduces spectral leakage, allowing us to keep the spectral bandwidth constant for computation of PSI. Crossspectral density was calculated from the complex Fourier output for each frequency, from which time-resolved PSI was computed separately for the delta-theta (2-7 Hz) and alpha-beta (9-24 Hz) bands [29] . As described below, statistical analysis of task-induced effects was performed by first standardizing the outputs via bootstrapping [22] , and then absolute baseline-correcting encodingmaintenance and active processing outputs on the temporal mean of the pretrial baseline.
Graph Theory
The standardized pretrial baseline, encoding-maintenance, and active processing PSI outputs were assessed for network degreesi.e., the weight of true directional connections between each channel and all other channels. This computation was performed on the standardized data so that true directional connections were defined as PSI jZj > 1.96 at an uncorrected a-threshold of 0.05 (see description below). Task-induced directional networks were computed over the encoding-maintenance and active processing intervals by absolute baseline-correcting the outputs on the temporal mean of the pretrial baseline.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES Behavioral Analysis
Patient accuracy data (n = 14 subjects) were submitted to a repeated-measures mixed ANCOVA with two visual hemifield (lesion, intact) and three condition (identity, spatial relation, temporal relation) within-subject factors, controlling for all between-subject factors (i.e., lesion hemisphere, etiology, and size, years elapsed since lesion incident, and patient age, gender, education, and IQ; see Table S1 ). No significant effects were observed, permitting the normalization of patient data into one group [24] . Results are presented in Table  S2 , and include F statistics, degrees of freedom (DF), partial ƞ 2 markers of effect size, and p values. The ANCOVA was performed in SPSS. Accuracy was tested in a linear mixed-effects model with two group (patient, control), two visual hemifield, and three condition fixed effects, and 34 subject random effects [25] . The group main effect, and visual hemifield 3 condition and three-way interaction effects passed an uncorrected a-threshold of 0.05 (Table S3 ). However, results did not survive the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (i.e., 3 main + 4 interaction effects [44]), which yielded an adjusted a-threshold of 0.05/7 z0.0071. The same data were re-submitted to two models -one with group as the only fixed effect, and the other with only visual hemifield and condition fixed effects -to confirm that patients were significantly impaired at the task. Results of each model are presented in Table S3 , and include F statistics, DF, Cohen's d markers of effect size for unequal groups, and p values. Accuracy data are presented in Figures 1C and 1D . Modeling was performed using the fitglme.m function in MATLAB.
Statistical Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping analyses were performed using custom-built MATLAB code. Task-Induced Power Task-induced power was analyzed per subject using a statistical bootstrapping procedure. Correct-trial time-frequency representations of power for the pretrial baseline were pooled into a single time-series for each channel and frequency, from which we randomly selected and averaged r data points (r = number of trials in that subject's dataset). This step was repeated 1,000 times to create normal distributions of channel/frequency-resolved pretrial baseline data. Encoding-maintenance and active processing raw power data were Z scored on the pretrial baseline distributions to assess the significance of task-induced effects. For a similar approach, see [27] . Results are presented in Figures 2 and S4 , and include mean ± SEM data by group.
Phase Slope Index Task-induced PSI was analyzed per subject using a statistical bootstrapping procedure followed by baseline correction. First, the frequency bins were randomly shuffled for each channel pair and time-frequency point, from which we re-computed PSI [29] . This step was repeated 1,000 times to create normal distributions of channel/time-frequency-resolved null PSI data. Pretrial baseline, encoding-maintenance, and active processing raw PSI data were Z scored on the null distributions to correct for any spurious results. For a similar approach, see [22] . True directional connections were defined as PSI jZj > 1.96 (i.e., uncorrected a = 0.05). Then, encoding-maintenance and active processing outputs were absolute baseline-corrected on the temporal mean of the pretrial baseline to isolate significant task-induced directionality (i.e., baseline-corrected a = 0.05). Results are presented in Figures 3 and 4 , and include mean ± SEM data by group and visual hemifield presentation.
Cluster-Based Permutation Testing
Between-groups statistical testing of EEG data (n = 34 subjects) employed a Monte Carlo method with cluster-based maximum correction for multiple comparisons [23] . An independent-samples t test was used to identify clusters of contiguous data points showing a difference between patients and controls, thresholded at 0.05, two-tailed, and then the t statistics were summed over all data points per cluster to calculate cluster size. Effects were clustered based on spatial adjacency, and on the time and/or frequency dimensions as appropriate. Then, group labels were randomly shuffled and the same clustering procedure was applied; this procedure was repeated 1000 times to create a normal distribution of null effects. Observed clusters were considered significant if fewer than 5% of randomizations yielded a larger effect (i.e., cluster-corrected a = 0.05). Statistical testing was performed using FieldTrip functions in MATLAB [36] .
Baseline power was tested for main effects of group on all 64 channels. Task-induced ERP, power, and PSI data were tested separately for lesioned and intact visual hemifield presentations, and task-induced PSI network degree data were tested post hoc if significant group effects were detected in the PSI data. ERP results are presented in Figure S3 , and include mean ± SEM data by group and visual hemifield presentation, and significant t statistics masked on the BioSemi-64 topography. PSI results are presented in Figure 3 , and include significant PSI and network degree effects masked on the BioSemi-64 topography. PSI results were visualized using the BrainNet Viewer for MATLAB [40] .
Baseline power, and task-induced ERP and power data were also tested for group 3 hemisphere interaction effects on all 54 non-midline channels. Hemisphere effects were modeled as indices of hemispheric asymmetry by subtracting the signal in each intact-hemisphere channel from its lesioned-hemisphere homolog (e.g., F5 = F5 -F6). In patients, values greater than zero indicate lesion > intact signals and values less than zero indicate lesion < intact signals. By calculating the equivalent indices in controls, we obtained reference data to submit to tests of group effects (i.e., group 3 hemisphere interactions). ERP results are presented in the Results. Baseline power results are presented in Figure S3 , and include mean ± SEM data by group and significant t statistics masked on the BioSemi-64 topography. Task-induced power results are presented in Figure 2 , and include mean ± SEM data by group and visual hemifield presentation, and significant t statistics masked on the BioSemi-64 topography.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The data and custom-built MATLAB codes that support the current findings are deposited to the University of California, Berkeley, Collaborative Research in Computational Neuroscience database (http://crcns.org).
